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Abstract. Thirty rapid crossings of the magnetotail current

sheet by the Cluster spacecraft during July–October 2001 at

a geocentric distance of 19 RE are examined in detail to ad-

dress the structure of the current sheet. We use four-point

magnetic field measurements to estimate electric current den-

sity; the current sheet spatial scale is estimated by integra-

tion of the translation velocity calculated from the magnetic

field temporal and spatial derivatives. The local normal-

related coordinate system for each case is defined by the

combining Minimum Variance Analysis (MVA) and the cur-

lometer technique. Numerical parameters characterizing the

plasma sheet conditions for these crossings are provided to

facilitate future comparisons with theoretical models. Three

types of current sheet distributions are distinguished: center-

peaked (type I), bifurcated (type II) and asymmetric (type III)

sheets. Comparison to plasma parameter distributions show

that practically all cases display non-Harris-type behavior,

i.e. interior current peaks are embedded into a thicker plasma

sheet. The asymmetric sheets with an off-equatorial cur-

rent density peak most likely have a transient nature. The

ion contribution to the electric current rarely agrees with the

current computed using the curlometer technique, indicating

that either the electron contribution to the current is strong

and variable, or the current density is spatially or temporally

structured.

Keywords. Magnetospheric physics (Magnetotail, Plasma

sheet)

1 Introduction

Current sheet structure is an important property of plasma

boundaries, which determines their stability against pertur-

bations and explosive disruptions. This characteristic is,
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however, very difficult to measure in space; so in previous

years the theory was mostly based on a signal, simple, 1-D

solution, known as Harris sheet (after Harris, 1962). Its basic

property is that both current and plasma density vary across

the sheet as cosh−2 (z/L), whereas the sheet is considered

to be isothermal (with Te=Ti) and with equal contributions

from protons and electrons to the electric current. In the last

century, the overwhelming majority of theoretical analysis

was done using the Harris-type sheet models. At the same

time the information about the different structure of real tail

current sheets was slowly accumulated.

Flapping motion of the magnetotail current sheet mani-

fests itself as both large-amplitude (a few tens of nT) and

short duration (tens of seconds to several minutes), often re-

peating variations of the magnetic field main component, ob-

served by spacecraft in the plasma sheet. Being an interest-

ing phenomenon itself, the flapping provides a tool to probe

the internal structure of the current sheet. A number of past

studies addressed the problem of current sheet internal struc-

ture based on observations from single or dual (ISEE-1/2)

spacecraft, and different techniques have been suggested to

characterize the current sheet scale and structure. Fairfield

et al. (1981) tried the ion gyroradius technique and inter-

preted a set of very rapid (with durations of 10–60 s) neu-

tral sheet crossings by the IMP-8 spacecraft at X= –32 RE

as a wave propagating in the sunward-anti-sunward direc-

tion. They estimated the current sheet flapping velocity to

be 100–300 km/s and the apparent current sheet thickness to

be h ∼1000–2000 km.

McComas et al. (1986) analyzed three crossings of the

magnetotail current sheet by ISEE 1/2 (separation of a few

thousands km) at 20 RE , which were probably due to bulk

tail motion caused by an interplanetary shock. From two-

point timing and MVA results they estimated the current

sheet normal velocity, and then derived the current density

as a ratio of 1Bl and Vn1t , where l is a unit vector along

the reversed magnetic field direction (maximum variation)
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and Vn is the normal velocity of the current sheet, calcu-

lated as a function of time. The profiles of the electric cur-

rent density versus distance from the sheet center (where

Bl=0) showed a very thick sheet (h≤10000 km) with low cur-

rent density (j∼4 nA/m2) for the first crossing, a much thin-

ner and more intensive (h∼2500 km and j∼15 nA/m2) sheet

with a slightly asymmetric maximum and “shoulders” of a

weaker current density for the second case, and an extremely

strong (j∼50 nA/m2) current sheet with a half-thickness of

3000 km for the third case. The structures were not uniform

and show embedded layers with scales of 1000 km.

Sergeev et al. (1993) analyzed 10 neutral sheet cross-

ings by the ISEE 1/2 spacecraft (estimated separation about

470 km across the current sheet) at X ∼–11 RE during a sub-

storm. Considering the Bx difference between the two space-

craft (as a measure of current density) against the average Bx

(as measure of the position in the sheet), different types of

current sheet distributions were found. They included cur-

rent peaks embedded in the sheet center (during the substorm

growth phase), a distinct example of a thin bifurcated current

sheet during fast plasma flow (presumably near the recon-

nection site), as well as examples of turbulent and transient-

dominated distributions. The estimated current sheet half-

thickness h varied between 650 km (∼2 gyroradii of 10 keV

proton in the lobe field, detected prior to the current disrup-

tion) and ∼4000 km or ∼12 external gyroradii.

Using another method, fitting ISEE 1/2 magnetic field data

to the Harris function, Sanny et al. (1994) inferred that the

current sheet thickness at X∼–13 RE varied from several RE

at the beginning of the substorm growth phase to h∼0.1 RE

just after expansion onset. They also suggested a multi-point

calculation approach, based on calculations of the convective

derivative, which allows one to reconstruct an effective ver-

tical scale of the current sheet during its crossing by a group

of spacecraft.

An alternative technique to estimate the thickness of a flap-

ping current sheet using ion bulk velocity measurements has

been suggested in Sergeev et al. (1998). If the up/down mo-

tions of the current sheet are seen as positive/negative vari-

ations of the bulk velocity Z-component, the current sheet

scale h can be estimated from the linear regression slope be-

tween VZ and ∂tBx . For a set of current sheet crossings by

the AMPTE/IRM spacecraft at R∼12–18 RE , they found the

sheet scales varying from ∼2 to 0.2 RE and electric current

densities from 4 to 30 nA/m2.

Analyzing the Bx-occurrence frequency distribution dur-

ing multiple current sheet crossings (expected to be inversely

proportional to dBx/dz gradients in the case of vertical

flapping motions), measured by the Geotail spacecraft at

∼100 RE in the tail, Hoshino et al. (1996) found distributions

consistent with a double-peaked (bifurcated) current density

profile. Because such structures were observed during fast

ion flows, Hoshino et al. (1996) attributed them to slow shock

structures downstream of a reconnection site. Later, Asano

et al. (2003), using electron and ion moments from Geotail to

calculate the electric current density, inferred similar double-

peak structures at a distance of 15 RE downtail. They argued

that such structures appear as a local or/and temporal en-

hancement of the current density away from the neutral sheet,

associated with current sheet thinning and flapping prior to

substorm onset. In that case the current sheet bifurcation may

not be associated with magnetic reconnection.

Greatly enhanced possibilities of measuring spatial gra-

dients have appeared after the launch of the four-spacecraft

Cluster system, whose early results showed a number of ex-

amples of complex behavior and structure of the tail cur-

rent sheet. The fast dynamics of the current sheet struc-

ture was demonstrated by Nakamura et al. (2002), provid-

ing the example of rapid change from the Harris type to the

bifurcated shape during a fast earthward flow event, and by

Runov et al. (2005b), who documented the opposite change

during substorm expansion. Distinct examples of stable (dur-

ing 10–15 min intervals) bifurcated distributions during sub-

storm times have been provided by Runov et al. (2003b) and

Sergeev et al. (2003). The need for careful determination of a

proper coordinate system follows from statistical studies by

Sergeev et al. (2004) and Runov et al. (2005a), who showed

that flapping current sheets are unusually strongly tilted in

the Y–Z plane. Moreover, Asano et al. (2005) and Runov

et al. (2005a) found that off-center peak distributions of the

current density seem to be a frequent property of the current

sheet.

As seen from this Introduction, the rapidly growing evi-

dence of different possible current distributions requires one

to perform a systematic study of the current sheet structure

using all Cluster possibilities, to infer the current density dis-

tribution in the proper coordinate system. This will be the

purpose of our paper, in which, as a continuation of the pre-

vious publication (Runov et al., 2005a), we investigate the

profiles of the current density and ion moments during care-

fully selected rapid crossings of the current sheet. We focus

on the current structure and also provide the lists of quanti-

tative current sheet characteristics, which may be useful for

further comparison with theoretical models.

The 1-s averaged magnetic field data from the Cluster Flux

Gate Magnetometer (FGM, Balogh et al., 2001) and 2-spin

(normal mode) or 1-spin (burst mode) averaged data from

the Cluster Ion Spectrometry experiment (CIS, Rème et al.,

2001) are used in the analysis presented in this paper.

2 Selection of events and local coordinate system

The basic criteria for selection of the rapid current sheet

crossings are discussed in our previous paper (Runov et al.,

2005a). They are (i) the change in the magnetic field

X-component at the Cluster tetrahedron barycenter larger

than 15 nT, during a time less than 5-min, with a change in

the Bx sign, indicating the neutral sheet crossing; (ii) the cur-

rent sheet is stable during the crossing (in a sense that mag-

netogram shapes are similar at four spacecraft); and (iii) the

ratio of the magnetic field divergence and curl is less than

0.25 for more than 60% of samples during the crossing. We
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Table 1. Selected events.

N datea t0
b (UT) IMFy

c IMFz
c AE d Y e, RE Ni

f, cm−3 Vx
f Vy

f Vz
f, km/s Ti

f, keV PO/PH g BL
h, nT

1 0724 17:18:53 –8.2 0.9 439 –13.0 0.66 25 –15 27 6.0 0.05 36.8

2 0724 17:44:55 –7.0 1.5 428 –13.0 0.62 47 3 –28 6.0 0.07 35.3

3 0727 10:39:17 –0.6 0.4 169 –11.0 0.29 –38 –2 –75 8.1 0.04 26.1

4 0803 09:17:34 –8.4 –3.3 213 –9.7 0.60 93 2 –117 8.0 0.05 39.8

5 0812 15:28:06 –7.5 –6.8 166 –7.3 1.77 17 16 –33 2.1 0.05 37.9

6 0812 15:29:45 –7.5 –6.8 166 –7.3 1.71 2 16 52 2.3 0.04 37.6

7 0822 08:57:41 –0.6 2.4 118 –4.6 0.39 75 –10 49 6.4 0.05 27.4

8 0910 08:03:32 1.0 –0.5 69 0.8 0.69 10 –10 –25 1.5 0.04 21.0

9 0910 08:12:15 1.1 –0.5 59 0.8 0.73 0 –19 –28 1.2 0.03 20.2

10 0912 14:19:03 6.7 –2.5 288 1.7 0.40 14 –12 –8 4.6 0.14 25.7

11 0912 14:22:45 6.7 –1.8 292 1.6 0.42 112 –4 7 5.1 0.16 26.6

12 0914 22:55:00 –4.9 –4.6 119 2.0 2.30 37 –57 0 1.0 0.08 32.6

13 0914 23:10:03 –3.5 –8.8 193 2.0 2.43 –28 –63 –66 1.1 0.09 33.4

14 0914 23:50:06 –5.0 –4.3 250 2.1 3.17 17 –32 –28 1.4 0.12 42.6

15 0924 08:04:20 –4.3 5.6 23 5.0 0.87 0 –32 –45 2.6 0.42 30.1

16 0924 08:07:58 –5.3 4.5 22 5.0 0.86 29 –26 –10 2.4 0.43 30.0

17 0926 22:26:27 –0.7 0.3 139 5.9 1.09 –22 34 –25 2.1 0.19 27.5

18 0926 22:27:24 –0.7 0.3 140 5.9 1.15 –3 5 –63 2.0 0.17 28.3

19 1001 09:42:45 10.0 –1.1 625 6.8 0.24 17 –17 5 4.8 0.49 31.9

20 1001 09:50:06 9.9 –0.5 627 6.8 0.13 538 –277 –260 4.1 7.21 20.7

21 1008 12:30:43 6.3 2.5 286 8.4 0.57 –28 18 –4 6.8 0.20 36.2

22 1008 12:49:16 6.9 1.6 326 8.5 0.44 22 –43 –12 4.3 0.25 32.9

23 1008 13:00:21 7.2 0.6 366 8.5 0.36 59 –47 –8 5.5 0.44 33.0

24 1008 13:06:50 7.4 1.2 400 8.5 0.16 10 –19 –39 7.0 0.48 26.2

25 1013 08:07:39 –4.6 –1.2 227 9.7 0.33 172 –19 –18 6.9 0.19 25.9

26 1020 09:28:21 5.5 –2.1 208 11.0 0.69 71 –29 –25 4.5 0.27 32.5

27 1020 09:38:05 3.9 –2.5 238 11.0 0.60 10 7 –33 3.5 0.32 32.0

28 1020 09:46:55 3.1 –4.1 240 11.0 0.61 11 45 3 3.2 0.38 28.4

29 1020 09:57:12 2.9 –4.7 234 11.1 0.57 4 13 –14 3.1 0.39 26.8

30 1020 09:58:57 3.1 –4.8 232 11.1 0.63 –6 –16 1 3.2 0.34 25.9

a) date format: mmdd of 2001;

b) the instance of |Bxbc|= min(|Bxbc|);
c) 16-min averaged IMF y- and z-components from ACE spacecraft at the shifted t0;

d) 2-h averaged AE at t0 from the Kyoto monitor;

e) the YAGSM coordinate of the Cluster barycenter at t0;

f) the average ion density, components of the bulk velocity and temperature during the crossing (Cluster 1 and 4 CODIF data within

|Bx |≤ 0.5 BL);

g) the average O+ and H+ pressures ratio during the crossing (Cluster 1 and 4 CODIF data within |Bx | ≤ 0.5 BL);

h) the asymptotic magnetic field value in the lobe, estimated from pressure balance: BL=(B2+2µ0Pi)
1/2, Pi = PH++PO+), the electron

pressure is not included.

selected 78 events of the neutral sheet crossing, according to

these selection criteria.

To make an investigation of the current sheet structure pos-

sible, we visually analyzed the calculated magnetic field gra-

dient ∇Bl (where l is the maximum variance eigenvector re-

sulting from the MVA applied for the magnetic field time

series at the Cluster barycenter), to find cases with smooth,

monotonous profiles of ∇Bl versus Bl , for which the struc-

ture may be defined. Comparing ∇nBl , where ∇n is the com-

ponent of the gradient along the local normal to the current

sheet (see the definition below), and |∇Bl | profiles, we se-

lected cases with a minimum change inf the current sheet

orientation during flapping (when both curves do not deviate

much from each other). Finally, we have chosen 30 profiles

(which is a compromise number to be representative enough

and possible to visualize) which were most suitable for the

spatial profile reconstruction crossings covering large por-

tions of the current sheet on both the northern and southern

halves, for further analysis.

Table 1 presents the dates and UT of the selected crossings,

the 16-min average values of IMF Y - and Z-components (in

nT) from the ACE spacecraft around time shifted t0; val-

ues of the auroral electrojet index (in nT, averaged during

an interval of ±60-min around the barycenter crossing time

t0; YAGSM coordinates of Cluster; average ion density Ni

(H+ and O+ species); temperature Ti (H+ only); ion velocity
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Table 2. Local normal coordinate systema.

N Lx Ly Lz Mx My Mz Nx Ny Nz n·nt

1 0.828 0.561 –0.009 –0.034 0.073 0.991 0.557 –0.820 0.079 0.988

2 0.767 0.615 –0.180 –0.567 0.521 –0.637 –0.299 0.591 0.749 0.998

3 0.872 0.478 0.102 –0.446 0.856 –0.231 –0.198 0.156 0.959 0.983

4 0.920 0.319 –0.229 –0.341 0.361 –0.868 –0.194 0.877 0.440 0.995

5 0.975 0.020 –0.222 0.187 0.476 0.861 0.123 –0.881 0.460 0.907

6 0.926 0.131 –0.353 –0.372 0.170 –0.908 –0.059 0.973 0.206 0.988

7 0.985 0.149 –0.086 –0.167 0.948 –0.270 0.041 0.280 0.959 1.000

8 0.994 –0.103 0.036 0.024 0.531 0.847 –0.106 –0.841 0.531 0.99

9 0.999 –0.048 0.016 0.029 0.801 0.597 –0.041 –0.596 0.802 0.901

10 0.991 0.094 0.091 –0.084 0.991 –0.108 –0.100 0.100 0.990 0.998

11 0.998 0.025 0.057 –0.032 0.990 0.132 –0.054 –0.133 0.989 0.999

12 0.978 –0.113 –0.176 0.176 –0.013 0.974 –0.112 –0.983 0.007 0.971

13 0.970 –0.141 –0.200 0.240 0.389 0.889 –0.047 –0.910 0.411 0.941

14 0.997 –0.037 –0.067 –0.003 0.858 –0.514 0.076 0.513 0.855 0.964

15 0.992 0.006 –0.127 –0.125 –0.046 –0.968 –0.011 0.976 –0.045 0.919

16 0.990 –0.023 –0.141 0.141 0.339 0.939 0.026 –0.949 0.338 1.000

17 0.986 –0.164 0.029 0.135 0.682 –0.719 0.098 0.713 0.694 0.888

18 0.948 –0.266 0.178 –0.026 0.489 0.892 –0.324 –0.850 0.457 1.000

19 0.988 –0.125 –0.085 0.107 0.976 –0.191 0.107 0.180 0.978 0.998

20 0.950 0.308 –0.044 –0.302 0.946 0.117 0.078 –0.098 0.992 0.988

21 0.928 –0.323 0.185 –0.039 0.410 0.911 –0.370 –0.853 0.368 0.962

22 0.988 –0.072 –0.136 –0.014 0.836 –0.548 0.153 0.544 0.825 0.903

23 0.996 –0.036 –0.086 0.079 0.827 0.562 0.051 –0.567 0.826 0.958

24 0.973 –0.197 0.120 0.193 0.979 0.047 –0.127 –0.022 0.990 0.894

25 0.977 –0.209 –0.042 0.034 –0.041 0.989 –0.209 –0.967 –0.033 0.953

26 0.970 –0.216 –0.108 0.120 0.819 –0.560 0.210 0.531 0.821 0.999

27 0.921 –0.379 0.088 0.012 0.254 0.967 –0.389 –0.890 0.238 0.999

28 0.900 –0.436 –0.016 0.117 0.206 0.973 –0.421 –0.877 0.237 0.999

29 0.955 –0.290 0.071 0.229 0.864 0.452 –0.192 –0.415 0.891 0.998

30 0.944 –0.309 0.113 0.115 –0.011 –0.989 0.307 0.947 0.025 0.946

a) GSM components of local normal coordinate system with the quality check (see explanations in the text).

Vx,y,z (H+ only), the ratio of proton and O+ ions pressures

and average lobe magnetic field BL=(B2+2µ0Pi)
1/2. The

density, temperature, velocity and pressure are averaged over

Bx≤0.5 BL samples using Cluster 1 and 4 CODIF data.

For each selected crossing the local normal coordinate sys-

tem l, m, n was defined. As usual, the l axis is directed

along the maximum variance eigenvector (from MVA, ap-

plied to the magnetic field at the barycenter, Bbc). The

m-axis is aligned along the component of the electric cur-

rent j=µ−1
0 ∇×B perpendicular to l, averaged over the neu-

tral sheet (|Bx |< 5 nT): m=l×[j/j×l]. Finally, the n-axis

is directed perpendicular to l and m: n=l×m. Components

of the local orthogonal coordinate system l, m, n are given

in Table 2. In 13 cases of of 30, the tilt angle of the nor-

mal φ=atan(|ny |/|nz|) was larger than 60◦ (the normal n is

directed mainly along YGSM ), in 9 cases 30◦<φ<60◦, and

only in 8 cases φ<30◦ (the normal has a nominal orientation

along ZGSM ).

To check the quality of the local coordinate system, we

compared the normal n with the normal vector nt , resulting

from multi-point timing analysis (Harvey, 1998). The scalar

products of two normals n·nt are also presented in Table 2.

The angle between these two normals varies between 0 and

27◦, with a median value 8.9◦, confirming that the normals

are very accurately defined in our set of current sheet cross-

ings.

Figure 1 surveys the time series of l,m, n magnetic field

components at the Cluster barycenter, Bbc=0.25
∑4

α=1 Bα ,

where α is a spacecraft number. The crossing duration τ

varies from 35 s to 300 s with the 144-s median. In 12 cases

the average normal component of the magnetic field in the

sheet center (where |Bl |<5 nT) is very small: Bn<1 nT, and

only in three cases is the mean value is large, about 5 nT.

The most frequent value is 1.3 nT. The current-aligned com-

ponent of magnetic field Bm is typically larger (in the sheet

center) than Bn, it varies in the wide range 0 to 0.3 BL and

its median value is Bm is 3.5 nT.

3 Current sheet structures

To probe the structure of the current sheet during flapping

and estimate its scale, we investigate a distribution of the cur-
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Fig. 1. Time series of the magnetic field at the Cluster barycenter in local normal coordinate system {l, m, n} (see text for details) for

30 selected cases. Bl : black, Bm: red and Bn: blue.
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rent density j=µ−1
0 ∇×B, calculated using a linear curl esti-

mator technique, based on the tetrahedron reciprocal vectors

method (Chanteur, 1998).

Figure 2 presents profiles of the absolute value of the

current density (red curves) and the perpendicular cur-

rent j⊥=(j2
m+j2

n )1/2 (blue curves) versus Bl at the Cluster

barycenter, normalized by the average value of the magnetic

field in the lobe (BL, see Table 1). Dashed curves show the

profiles of the corresponding Harris current as a function of

a variable b=Bl/BL running between –1 and 1:

jH =
BL

µ0λ
[1 − b2] , (1)

where the Harris scale λ is defined for each crossing as the

median of instantaneous values

λ =
BL

〈∇nBl〉
[1 − (

Bl

BL

)2] . (2)

To display scales of the observed structures we plot in

Fig. 3 the profiles of the current density and the perpendicu-

lar current versus the effective vertical coordinate

Z∗(t) =
∫ t

t1

∂Bl

∂t
[∇nBl]−1dt ′ − Z∗(t0) , (3)

where t1 and t2 are instances of the beginning and the end

of the crossing, respectively, and t0 is the time of the neu-

tral sheet crossing by the Cluster barycenter. (Details of the

reconstruction procedure and its accuracy are discussed by

Runov et al., 2005a.) For reference, as in Fig. 2, the dashed

curves show the Harris current.

Observed current sheet structures can be subdivided into

three classes: I – central sheets with single peak centered

near Bl=0 (be most clear examples are # 4, 6, 10, 11, 12, 13,

21, 24, 26, 30); II – bifurcated sheets with two off-equatorial

maxima of the current density and local minimum of the cur-

rent density between them (#14, 20, 22, 25, 27); and III –

asymmetric off-center current sheets with the current density

maximum shifted from equatorial plane (#5, 7, 15, 16, 17,

18, 28, 29). Figure 4 shows a summary of the current den-

sity distributions for most clear cases of these three classes,

together with the average profile.

It is difficult to attribute undoubtedly cases # 1, 2, 3, 8, 9

and 23 to the described types: they have a more or less central

single peak but are asymmetric or slightly bifurcated like dis-

tributions of the current density as # 2. The case # 19 seems

to be very peculiar. It was observed during a storm-time sub-

storm on 1 October 2001 near the reconnection site (Runov

et al., 2003a) in an underpopulated plasma sheet (Kistler

et al., 2005) with unusual ion velocity distributions (Wilber

et al., 2004). The important result is that only in two cases

(19 and 24) as the current density distributed from −BL to

+BL have a profile resembling the Harris function. In both

cases the current was very strong (∼25 and ∼20 nA/m2, re-

spectively) and the ion density was small (of 0.2 cm−3).

The average profile of the class I central sheet (Fig. 4 upper

panel) is characterized by a layer between |Z∗|≤2000 km,

with peak at Bl∼0, where the magnetic field gradient is larger

than outside. In terms of the characteristic proton length,

with a median value of 300 km, the half-thickness of the cen-

tral layer is about 5–7 Lcp (Lcp is the asymptotic gyroradius,

calculated with the average proton temperature and the es-

timated lobe magnetic field). The current density outside

this layer forms the “shoulders” at about 2 nA/m2. Because

the current in the class I current sheets is concentrated in the

embedded layer between roughly ±0.5 BL, it cannot be de-

scribed by the Harris function with the lobe field, calculated

from the pressure balance, and used as a parameter. A more

adequate fit can be done using the asymptotic magnetic field

value B0 (<BL) instead of BL in Eqs. (1) and (2). Here we

used as B0 the value of Bl , where the current density drops

down by a factor of 0.25 from the maximum to estimate B0.

Corresponding values of the Harris scale λ′ for the class I

sheets are also given in Table 3.

Figure 5 shows profiles of the current density (normalized

by its maximum value), proton density and temperature (nor-

malized by their values at the sheet center, Np0 and Tp0,

respectively) and the sum of the magnetic and ion pressures

(P t i=B2/(2µ0)+Pi , where Pi=PH++PO+ ), normalized by

their maximum value, versus the l-component of the mag-

netic field (normalized by the lobe magnetic field value BL),

for the class I current sheet crossings. To see the tempo-

ral changes we adjust the sign of Bl so that all crossings

start from the northern half. To select the central plasma

sheet samples only the CIS-CODIF data from Cluster 1 and 4

were used for samples with the proton-β>0.5 (Angelopoulos

et al., 1994). The average current density profile has its max-

imum at Bl=0, the current density decreases to ∼0.3 of the

maximum value when Bl∼0.4 BL. Both proton density and

temperature show a decrease of 10% (in the northern half)

from the central values at Bl/BL=0.5, and, therefore, are

close to being uniform within this layer of enhanced current,

which is distinct from the Harris distribution. P ti is roughly

equal at Bl=±0.5 BL and decreases (up to 0.7) around Bl=0.

The average profile of the class II (bifurcated) current

sheets is shown in Fig. 4, mid panel. The scale of the entire

structure is about 4000 km or ∼10 Lcp. The half-thickness

of the individual peaks (based on its outer slope), as well as

the width of the minimum in between, is ≤2000 km ∼5 Lcp.

Profiles of normalized current density, proton density, tem-

perature and total pressure versus Bl/BL are shown in Fig. 6.

Again proton density and temperature have almost uniform

flat profiles. The sum of the magnetic and ion pressures P ti
has a broad minimum between |Bl |≤0.5 BL, decreasing up

to 0.6 of the maximum value, and roughly the same values

at |Bl |>0.5 BL. Note that class-II includes the only high-

speed event (#20, 1 Oct. 2001), when the current sheet bifur-

cation was due to reconnection (Runov et al., 2003a) and the

plasma sheet pressure was dominated by O+ ions (Kistler

et al., 2005). The scale parameters h, specified in Table 3,

for the class II current sheets are the estimate of the entire

structure half-thickness (with respect to Bl=0).
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Fig. 2. Hodograms of the current density j=µ−1
0

∇×B absolute value (blue) and perpendicular component j⊥=
√

j2
m+j2

n (red) versus main

magnetic field (Bl) for selected 30 cases. Dashed lines show the Harris function, Eq. (1), with the parameter λ calculated using an average

magnetic field gradient.
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To show the class III current sheets with peaks above and

below the neutral sheet on the same plot, we changed the

signs of Z∗ and Bl in the events with peaks below the neu-

tral sheet, so that these peaks will appear at Bx>0 in Fig. 7.

Off-center current sheets have a scale of ≤2000 km and an

asymmetric profile, so that the half-thickness at the outer side

is smaller (≤1500 km) than at the inner side (≥2000 km).

The current density peaks were found at 0.2<Bl/BL<0.6.

As in the previous cases, only samples with a correspond-

ing proton-β<0.5 are used to plot the proton parameters.

The density has a flat profile at Bl<0.5 BL and drops at

Bl/BL>0.5. The temperature profile has a broad maximum

around Bl=0. The P ti has a slightly asymmetric profile

with a maximum at Bl∼0.5 BL, a broad minimum between

–0.5<Bl/BL≤0.3, and with a value at Bl≤–0.5 BL which is

about 0.7 of the maximum value. Scales h (Table 3) for the

class III sheets are estimated as a half-thickness at the level

of j=0.5 jmax . These estimates, as well as h for classes I and

II are very rough and are rounded off to 500 km.

Figure 8 shows an example of the asymmetric off-center

current sheet. Here we present 10 min of Cluster/FGM data
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Fig. 5. Profiles of the current density (a), proton number density,

normalized by the value N0=Np(Bl=0) (b), and proton tempera-

ture (c) normalized by T0=Tp(Bl=0), and the sum of magnetic and

ion pressures (P ti ) (d), normalized by their maximum value, versus

normalized main magnetic field Bl/BL for class I current sheets.

on 24 September 2001, starting at 08:04:20 UT (t=0). Clus-

ter crosses the neutral sheet twice (crossings 15 and 16 in Ta-

ble 1). Panel (a) shows the projections of the electric current

vector onto the Y−Z plane and the positions of the Cluster

spacecraft with respect to the barycenter. This event is sim-

ilar to the one discussed by Runov et al. (2005a). Cluster

observes a fold of the current sheet, traveling duskward with

a velocity of ∼25 km/s. The electric current at the fronts of

the fold is directed almost vertically, downward at the lead-

ing front (100–200 s) and upward at the second front (380–

500 s). At the leading front the current density maximum is

achieved at around t=150 s, when the average magnetic field

is ∼15 nT. The current density decreases by a factor of 2 at

the neutral sheet. Between 210 and 380 s the spacecraft stay

at –10<Bx<0 nT. The current density here is three times

smaller than at the leading front. At the next front the cur-

rent density increases again. At this time the current sheet

seems to be slightly bifurcated. Interestingly, the kink struc-

ture is associated with an enhancement of the ZGSM com-

ponent of the magnetic field which is current sheet aligned

at the fronts, but the ByGSM
component, which is approx-

imately normal to the fronts, remains very small (<1 nT).

This example shows that the current density can change dur-

ing the passage of perturbation, increasing at its fronts.

The important quantities, characterizing structure and ge-

ometry of the current sheet, are summarized in Table 3.

Here we specify the current sheet types (I, II, or III, with

a question mark in cases when the class definition is not

clear), the half-thicknesses h, estimated from j (Z∗) profiles
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Table 3. Current sheet parameters.

N typea h b λc (λ′) Bm
d, nT Bn

d, nT σB/BNS
e Rcmin

f Lcp
g Lip

g ρpth
h κ i

1 I(?) 3.0 8.8 9.5 2.2 0.014 5.4 0.303 0.287 1.13 2.2

2 I/II 2.0 5.2 –5.4 1.3 0.019 1.8 0.317 0.297 1.63 1.1

3 I(?) 4.0 11.1 0.1 1.3 0.012 0.4 0.501 0.433 6.52 0.2

4 I 2.0 9.7 (3.3) –13.1 3.3 0.003 6.9 0.325 0.307 0.900 2.8

5 III 1.5 6.2 8.0 4.7 0.023 2.4 0.176 0.174 0.690 1.8

6 I 1.0 6.3 (0.9) –7.0 1.7 0.016 1.6 0.184 0.177 0.782 1.4

7 III 1.5 4.6 1.3 0.5 0.026 0.4 0.422 0.377 8.07 0.2

8 I 1.0 1.8 –0.6 0.6 0.051 0.1 0.268 0.271 6.37 0.1

9 I 1.0 2.1 –0.1 0.3 0.028 0.2 0.253 0.265 4.73 0.2

10 I 1.5 4.3 (0.9) 5.7 0.7 0.014 5.8 0.383 0.377 1.69 1.8

11 I 2.0 6.7 (1.7) 6.3 0.2 0.013 5.6 0.389 0.377 1.63 1.8

12 I 2.0 5.9 (1.5) 7.0 –1.6 0.017 2.7 0.143 0.151 0.621 2.0

13 I 1.0 4.2 (2.2) 6.8 1.9 0.028 1.6 0.147 0.148 0.648 1.5

14 II 3.5 6.7 –1.3 1.0 0.037 0.4 0.127 0.129 3.24 0.3

15 III 2.5 7.1 –1.8 0.6 0.055 0.4 0.247 0.279 2.41 0.4

16 III 1.5 3.5 3.2 0.1 0.023 1.0 0.241 0.276 2.24 0.7

17 III 2.0 2.6 0.2 0.4 0.12 0.3 0.242 0.226 6.38 0.2

18 III 2.5 2.1 2.4 –0.5 0.071 1.2 0.231 0.225 2.50 0.7

19 I(?) 1.0 1.8 –4.1 4.5 0.25 0.3 0.298 0.510 1.56 0.4

20 II 2.5 1.9 –0.9 4.8 0.19 0.7 0.702 3.252 2.67 0.5

21 I 1.5 6.5 (0.9) –1.9 1.2 0.044 0.5 0.330 0.304 5.28 0.3

22 II 4.5 4.7 1.1 0.4 0.12 0.7 0.281 0.351 5.58 0.4

23 I(?) 1.0 2.7 3.5 –0.9 0.10 0.2 0.337 0.379 3.07 0.3

24 I 2.0 1.4 2.2 0.3 0.16 0.9 0.456 0.589 5.28 0.4

25 II 2.5 4.8 –2.2 3.1 0.085 1.1 0.463 0.423 2.26 0.7

26 I 2.5 7.4 (2.3) 2.3 2.1 0.019 0.4 0.299 0.299 3.11 0.4

27 II 4.5 4.9 3.6 0.8 0.020 2.0 0.269 0.320 2.35 0.9

28 III 4.5 3.9 2.2 1.1 0.039 2.4 0.294 0.342 1.87 1.1

29 III 2.0 5.7 –0.7 1.3 0.027 0.2 0.302 0.337 5.56 0.2

30 I 1.5 5.8 (2.7) –1.9 0.7 0.046 0.6 0.317 0.317 3.39 0.4

a) I- central peaked, II- bifurcated, III- asymmetric;

b) half-thickness estimates, 1000 km;

c) Harris scale parameter estimates (see details in the text), 1000 km;

d) average values of current-align (Bm) and normal (Bn) components of the magnetic field in the neutral sheet (|Bl |≤5 nT);

e) the standard deviation of the magnetic field during the crossing, normalized by the average magnetic field in the neutral sheet;

f) the magnetic field curvature radius minimum value, 1000 km;

g) characteristic scales: The asymptotic proton gyroradius (Lc) and the ion inertial scale (Li ), 1000 km;

h) the proton thermal gyroradius in the neutral sheet, 1000 km;

i) the adiabaticity parameter κ=
√

Rcmin/ρpth.

(Fig. 3), parameters λ (λ′) of the corresponding Harris func-

tions, Eq. (1). They are followed by current aligned (m) and

normal (n) magnetic field components in the neutral sheet

(|Bl |<5 nT), variability of the magnetic field σB (calculated

as the standard deviation within 8-s (2-spin) long intervals,

normalized by the mean value of the magnetic field in the

neutral sheet) and minimum magnetic field curvature radii

Rcmin. The characteristic plasma scales include: asymptotic

proton gyroradius Lcp[1000 km]=4.6
√

Ti[keV]/BL[nT] and

proton inertial length Lip[1000 km]=0.23/
√

Ni[cm−3]. We

also specified values for the proton thermal gyroradius ρpth

in the neutral sheet (in 1000 km) and the corresponding val-

ues for the adiabaticity parameter κ=
√

Rcmin/ρpth
(Büchner

and Zelenyi, 1989). Because the minima of the magnetic

field curvature radius were found within the neutral sheet in

all cases, the above-written κ-parameter definition was used

for bifurcated sheets, too (theoretically, the κ-parameter has a

special definition for double-peaked current sheets; Delcourt

et al., 2004).

4 Curlometer current versus proton contribution

To compare the curlometer-based current jc with the proton

contribution to the electric current, we calculate the current

carried by the protons jp[nA/m2]=0.16NpV p, using CIS-

CODIF samples with βp=2µ0NpTp/B2>0.5. Profiles of
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Fig. 6. Same as in Fig. 5 for class II current sheets.
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jcm and jpm
as functions of the normalized main magnetic

field Bl/BL are shown in Fig. 9. It should be noted that be-

cause of the current sheet tilt in the Y−Z plane (see Table 2),

for a majority of crossings the current aligned proton veloc-

ity is contributed to by the ZGSE component, which is mea-

sured with a significant inaccuracy, possibly resulting in the

jp1 and jp4 differences. The velocity offset of 20 km/s with

the density 0.8 cm−3 (the mean value of the density for the

selected events, Table 1) gives jp∼3 nA/m2.
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Fig. 8. Example of the class III current sheet: Cluster/FGM

data (panels b–d), calculated current density (e) versus time (s).

Panel (a) shows spacecraft separations and current vector projec-

tions on the YZ plane; barycenter positions are marked by asterisks;

dashed lines display the shape of the current sheet kink.

The relationship between jc and jp appears to be compli-

cated and variable. Both proton and curlometer currents have

similar profiles and values in cases 1–6 observed in the dawn

sector. For the remaining cases observed mostly in the dusk

sector, except for # 22 (bifurcated profile), the proton current

generally has an opposite sign (negative) and can even be

much larger in magnitude (cases 14, 17, 18, 23, 28). This

difference does not seem to depend on the type of the current

sheet structure (I, II or III).

To characterize the difference quantitatively and to take

into account the possible difference of cross-tail convection

in the dawn and dusk plasma sheets, Fig. 10 shows the rel-

ative differences between the m-components of the proton

current and the curlometer current (δj=(jp−jc)m/jc), aver-

aged in a 0.1 BL layer within |Bl |<0.5 BL for each cross-

ing. It varies in the dawn sector (upper panel, excluding

the wild points) between –2 to 2 (with median value –0.46

and standard deviation about 300%), and in the dusk sector

(bottom panel) – from –4 to 2 (with median value –1.3 and

standard deviation about 70%). Converting to the equivalent

velocity (Ve=(jp−jc)/〈N〉, where 〈N〉 is the average proton

density, tabulated in Table 1), it gives a median velocity of

about –3 km/s and –24 km/s, correspondingly. Therefore, the

equivalent velocity is preferentially directed dusk-to-dawn,

with an amplitude in the dusk sector one order of magnitude

higher than one in the dawn sector.
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5 Discussion and conclusions

We examined distributions of the electric current density,

proton density, temperature and bulk velocity inside the

magnetotail current sheet during 30 episodes of fast cur-

rent sheet crossings by the Cluster spacecraft. Because the

Cluster tetrahedron scale a during July–October 2001 was

∼1500 km, only structures with scales larger than a were

studied. By showing a variety of possible distributions we

also found that the observed structures can be subdivided into

three groups: central current sheets (I) with a sharp maxi-

mum of the current density at the neutral sheet; bifurcated

current sheets (II) with two quasi-symmetric current density

maxima in the northern and southern halves of the sheet and

a minimum near the neutral sheet; and asymmetric off-center

current sheets (III) with the current density maximum shifted

away from the neutral sheet. Typical half-thicknesses of the

current sheets are ≤2000 km or ∼5 Lcp for the classes I and

III, and about 4000 km (∼10 Lcp) for class II. Profiles of the

class III sheets are asymmetric with respect to the current

density maximum. The large variety of current density dis-

tributions observed is consistent with the results by Asano et

al. (2005), who used another technique (comparison of Bx

components observed at two pairs of Cluster spacecraft) and

a different event selection (in particular, excluding time vary-

ing and strongly tilted sheets). Such a variable appearance,

therefore, can be the rule for the magnetotail current sheet.

In agreement with Asano et al. (2005) we found strong de-

viations from the behavior predicted by the Harris model and,

in fact, the non-Harris sheets can be the rule rather than the

exception, for active current sheets in the magnetotail (see

also Thompson et al., 2005). For example, the center-peaked

current sheet (type I) profiles, except for two cases, 19 and

24, strongly differ from the Harris function: the current den-

sity is concentrated in the layer within ±0.5 BL, where BL

is the lobe field strength, calculated from pressure balance.

Moreover, the proton density and temperature behave fairly

uniform inside all types of current sheets, indicating that cur-

rent density peak(s) are not simply followed by the plasma

pressure variations and that they are embedded into more

thicker plasma sheets.

The fact that the sum of the magnetic and ion pressures for

I and II types of sheets has roughly the same values at both

sides of the sheets and drops at the sheet center indicates that

the total pressure is nearly conserved in these types of cur-

rent sheets, and contributions from electrons (up to 15%, ac-

cording to Baumjohann et al., 1989) and ions with energies

exceeding 38 keV (not counted by CODIF) can be up to 30%

of the aggregate H+ and O+ pressure in the sheet center (see

also Fairfield et al., 1981). Contributions of O+ ion pres-

sure vary between 5–50% (see Table 1). The asymmetry of

the proton total pressure profile in the class-III current sheets

points out their transient nature.

In 16 out of the 30 studied cases the tilt angle of the cur-

rent sheet normal with respect to the ZGSM direction exceeds

45◦. In 17 cases the tilt was dawnward (nY <0, nZ>0) and

duskward in 13 cases (Table 2). No definite correspondence
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Fig. 10. Differences of proton (jp) and curlometer (jc) currents

along the m direction in the morning (a) and evening (b) sectors,

normalized by the absolute value of the curlometer current.

between IMF By and the normal tilt was found. The tilt of

the current sheet in the studied cases indicates a corrugated

profile of the sheet surface, crossed by the spacecraft during

flapping.

In examining AE-activity dependence (Table 1) or local

plasma conditions we could not find systematic differences

between events with different types or different thicknesses

of the current sheets in our limited survey. (More focused

efforts with a larger database are required to reveal and quan-

tify the activity dependence, if it exists at all.)

Nineteen (out of 30) cases represent low velocity intervals

with V <100 km/s. Two high-speed intervals (# 19 and # 20)

were observed during a large substorm and show the complex

structures, with most likely a single peak of current density

(# 19) and with a clearly bifurcated current sheet (# 20). Ion

densities and temperatures vary in a very broad range with-

out any definite relation to the current sheet structures. Note

that we have several examples of cold dense plasma sheets

(# 5, 6, 12–14) which show structures of all three types. The

relative magnetic field variability (σB in Table 3) was not big

(generally less than 0.1) during the studied crossings, so we

cannot attribute any differences in the structure of the current

sheets to the effect of magnetic field fluctuations (e.g. Greco

et al., 2002). The adiabaticity parameter κ is generally less

than unity, which indicates non-adiabatic ion motion within

the flapping current sheets. Again, no simple relation with

the current sheet structure can be observed.

Some theoretical studies of 1D thin and bifurcated current

sheets (see, e.g. Sitnov et al., 2003, and references therein)

suggest that the differences are mostly controlled by plasma

anisotropy. More specifically, it was pointed out that even

very small pressure anisotropy (of ∼10%) can dramatically

change the structure of the current sheet. The specific so-

lutions of steady-state Vlasov equations with current den-

sity peaks away from the equatorial plane were found by

Birn et al. (2004). Their model suggests a sufficient non-

gyrotropy inside a thin (comparable with the ion thermal
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gyroradius) current sheet. Bifurcated profiles of the current

density can also result from a trapped ion population (Zelenyi

et al., 2003) and from electrostatic effects (Zelenyi et al.,

2004b) and the electron pressure anisotropy (see, e.g. Ze-

lenyi et al., 2004a) in thin current sheets. In a preliminary

study we surveyed the proton pressure anisotropy measured

by the CIS instrument, but found that usually the anisotropy

is very small (deviation from isotropy less than 10%) with

considerable scatter. Detailed studies of ion and electron dis-

tributions in the current sheet would require a special future

effort, in particular, concentrating on the data in the high-

resolution instrument mode.

One source of the observed sheet variability and of non-

Harris behavior could be temporal variations of the current

density or the passage of localized (essentially non-1-D) cur-

rent structures. In fact, the kink-perturbation, producing the

flapping event in the current sheet, can carry localized asym-

metric current structures. For example, in their PIC simu-

lations, Karimabadi et al. (2003) have shown that the max-

imum of the current density is displaced from Bx=0 during

the ion-ion kink instability excitation. Sitnov et al. (2004),

simulating the evolution of a bifurcated current sheet, have

found quasi-rectangular kinks of the sheet with asymmet-

ric off-center (and grainy) current density distributions. This

could be, in particular, a reason for observing the asymmet-

ric (type III) current distributions. It is difficult to explore

such effects with Cluster, which, for current measurements,

acts as a 1-point instrument. Some information about this

could be obtained after noticing that, if the peak current is

due to localized enhanced current carried by the propagating

kink, the position of jmax (say, in Bl/BL coordinates) will

rather be defined by the location of spacecraft rather than

by the Bl/BL coordinate itself. To check this we compared

the position of the peak current with the location of the mid-

point of each crossing for events in classes I and III. We have

found that for central sheets (class I) the peak location has

no relation to the spacecraft position, whereas for asymmet-

ric current events (class III) some dependence, indicating a

transient nature of the asymmetric sheets, is observed. The

amount of the events is, however, small, and this test should

be repeated on larger statistics.

The most intriguing (and potentially most interesting) ob-

servation is that, in most of cases, the proton contribution to

the electric current is not the dominant contribution. The rel-

ative difference between the total (curlometer-based) current

and proton contribution is several times larger than the total

current, indicating that it is clearly the electrons which con-

tribute to the tail current in the flapping events. (The contri-

bution of oxygen ions is not large, <20%, even in storm-time

oxygen-dominated plasma sheets according to Kistler et al.,

2005.) The possible explanation of the observed difference

should take into account that the contribution of each species

is a sum of its magnetic and polarization drifts (V d ), produc-

ing an electric current, and electric (V c) drifts, which does

not produce the electric current (particularly V p=V dp+V c

for protons), Therefore, the difference between measured

current density and the proton moment, shown in Fig. 10,

is (jp−j c)≃eNp(V c−V de ) in the projection to the local di-

rection of the current vector. The electric drift contribution

(Vc) can be significant (even dominant) in the presence of a

large normal electric field, directed toward the neutral sheet,

producing dawnward convection. This electric field along

the local sheet normal, converging to the neutral sheet center

and suggesting a negative electric charge in the sheet center,

should be of 0.5 to several mv/m, which is comparable to

the average dawn-dusk electric field (e.g. Asano et al., 2004;

Wygant et al., 2005). It can also be larger in the dusk sector,

where the current sheet is generally more active (e.g. Nagai

et al., 1998) than in the dawn sector. A clarification of the

normal electric field contribution and an explanation of the

observed dawn-dusk asymmetry are challenging issues for

future studies which have to incorporate the measurements

of electrons available at Cluster.
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